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  Welcome to Sweetchic Events























  
  









  HOW DO YOU WANT TO REMEMBER YOUR WEDDING DAY?
Timeless. Romantic. Intimate. Delicious! Beautiful. Chic. Fun. Epic! Memorable. Surrounded by Love. BEST DAY EVER!
At Sweetchic Events, we work with you to create a distinctively personal event that truly reflects you and your fiancé by incorporating your backgrounds, cultures, and meaningful traditions… just as importantly, we help you host a truly fun and fabulous celebration that you and your guests will always remember!
Our Chicago wedding experts at Sweetchic Events can show you how to get there. 
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  About
Us























  
  









  We specialize in creating chic and memorable weddings for busy, tech-savvy professional couples who value the finer things but lack the time required to plan a wedding themselves.
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  Real Weddings























  
  









  From classic to contemporary, our stunning collection of past weddings is sure to captivate your heart and ignite your imagination.
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  Our
Services























  
  









  We offer various levels of wedding planning & coordination assistance… which one is right for you? 
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STAY SWEET. STAY CHIC.























  
  












  
    

  
  








  Ready to Chat
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    “On our wedding day, it felt like Charlene was almost magically always where she needed to be to direct last minute preparations and make sure that everything proceeded completely seamlessly for us and our guests.”

  

  
    
      Jackie & Aled

    

  

  



  					
	
              
                
              
              
  
    "Hiring Sweetchic was the best decision we ever made… Courtney brought our dream wedding to life- from vision board to reality- and we cannot say thank you enough."

  

  
    
      Cassandra & Sami

    

  

  



  					
	
              
                
              
              
  
    "We are SO grateful for Kelsey from Sweetchic Events for all of her coordination, guidance, and so much more on our wedding day!! My husband wasn't sure if we needed a wedding planner, but now says it was the best decision we made for our wedding day. We would pick Sweetchic Events again in a heartbeat!

  

  
    
      Rachel & Victor
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  Sweetchic Events, Inc.
1157 W. Grand Ave,
Chicago, IL 60642
773.789.8292 
info@sweetchicevents.com
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